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Harry	op	‘t	Ende	(1963)

“Projects may be complex but should never be complicated”
• Chemical	Engineering,	Rijksuniversiteit	Groningen	(1988)
• Longtime experience as	project	manager	of	EPC	projects in	

industrial,	power	generation and infrastructure settings
• Strong	believer in	accountability	and self-management	of	teams	and

individuals
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History of	organisations
(Frederic	Laloux)
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Human development 
Overview of the main (organizational) paradigms 
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(Impulsive) RED organizations 

Metaphor: WOLFPACK 

CHARACTERISTICS 
� Constant exercise of power by chief to keep 

troops in line. 
� Fear is the glue of the organization.  
� Highly reactive, short term focus.  
� Thrives in chaotic environments. 

EXAMPLES 
� Mafia 
� Streetgangs 
� Tribal militias 

LEADERSHIP STYLE 
� predatory 

KEY BREAKTROUGHS 
� Division of labor 
� Command authority 
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(Conformist) AMBER organizations 

Metaphor: ARMY 

CHARACTERISTICS 
� Highly formal roles within a hierarchical pyramid.  
� Top down command and control (what and how).  
� Stability valued above all through rigorous processes.  
� Future is repetition of the past. 

EXAMPLES 
� Catholic church  
� Military  
� Most government agencies  
� Public school systems  

LEADERSHIP STYLE 
� paternalistic-authoritative 

KEY BREAKTROUGHS 
� Formal roles 

(stable and scalable hierarchies) 
� Processes 

(long term perspectives) 
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(Achiever) ORANGE organizations 

Metaphor: MACHINE 

CHARACTERISTICS 
� Goal is to beat competition; achieve profit and growth.  
� Innovation is the key to staying ahead.  
� Management by objectives (command and control 

on what; freedom on the how).   

EXAMPLES 
� Multinational companies 
� Charter schools 

LEADERSHIP STYLE 
� goal- and task-oriented, decisive 

KEY BREAKTROUGHS 
� Innovation 
� Accountability 
� Meritocracy 
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(Pluralistic) GREEN organizations 

Metaphor: FAMILY 

CHARACTERISTICS 
� Within the classic pyramid structure, focus on 

culture and empowerment to achieve extraordinary 
employee motivation. 

EXAMPLES 
� Culture driven organizations 

(e.g. Southwest Airlines; Ben&Jerry‘s …) 

LEADERSHIP STYLE 
� consensus oriented, participative, service 

KEY BREAKTROUGHS 
� Empowerment 
� Values-driven culture 
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(Evolutionary) TEAL organizations 

Metaphor: LIVING ORGANISM 

CHARACTERISTICS 
� Self-management replaces hierarchical pyramid. 
� Organization is seen as a living entity, with its own 

creative potential and evolutionary purpose. 

EXAMPLES 
� Patagonia 
� FAVI 
� Buurtzorg 

LEADERSHIP STYLE 
� distributed leadership, with inner rightness and 

purpose as primary motivator and yardstick 

KEY BREAKTROUGHS 
� Self management 
� Wholeness 
� Evolutionary purpose 

“ALFA”

HIERARCHY

HOLACRACY



Keys	to successful teams:	purpose &	accountability
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Keys	to
successful
teams	(1)
(Google)
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Victim Loop:
• Ignore the problem
• Deny the problem
• Blame others
• Rationalize why

others should take	
care	of	it

• Resist attempts by
others to involve
you

• Hide to avoid
dealing with it

Accountability	Loop:
• Recognize the problem
• Take	Ownership of	getting it

resolved
• Forgive yourself and others

that have	contributed to the
problem

• Self-examine how you
contributed to the problem

• Learn what you can do	
differently

• Take	action	to implement
new	solution

Keys	to successful teams	(2)
(Mark	Samuel)
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• Purpose-driven
Purposeà Rolesà
Accountabilitiesà
Priorities

• Current tensions
Fuel for change

• Workable solutions
It’s	OK	to experiment
Perfection is	not required

• Transparancy
Checklists,	Metrics,	Results

• “Operating	System”	for
running	our company
Constitution with rules for
governance and meetings

www.holacracy.org

Holacracy	in	a	nutshell
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What is the Holacracy Constitution?
The Holacracy Constitution documents the core rules, structure, and processes of the 
Holacracy “operating system” for governing and managing an organization. It provides 
the foundation for an organization wishing to use Holacracy, by anchoring the shift 
of power required in concrete and documented “rules of the game”, which everyone 
involved can rely upon.

How is the Holacracy Constitution intended to be used?
The Constitution is intended to be referenced by whatever declaration or agreement 
captures the decision to organize using the Holacracy system. That may be a formal 
set of legal bylaws or similar operating agreement, or a simple board resolution or 
CEO policy declaration similar to the sample one attached here. See Article V for 
key adoption-related matters. Also note that this explanatory page and the sample 
declaration are included for informative purposes but are not parts of the core 
Constitution document.

What the Holacracy Constitution isn’t
The Holacracy Constitution is not a complete set of legal bylaws or a formal operating 
agreement. (HolacracyOne separately publishes its own operating agreement as 
an example of a legal governing document that references and incorporates this 
Constitution.) The Constitution is also not an instruction manual or a guidebook for 
learning to use the Holacracy system. Like the rulebook for a nuanced sport, it can serve 
as a critical reference at times, but reading it will not teach you how to play the game.

Legal Disclaimer
HolacracyOne is not a law firm. The information contained herein is documentation 
of Holacracy’s rules and processes, and should not be construed as legal advice to 
be applied to any specific factual situation. You should not rely upon the materials 
provided in this document in a legal capacity or for legal needs without first consulting 
an attorney with respect to your specific situation. This document is provided “as-is”, 
without warranty or condition of any kind whatsoever. HolacracyOne does not warrant 
this document’s quality, accuracy, timeliness, completeness, merchantability, or fitness 
for use or purpose. To the maximum extent provided by law, HolacracyOne and its 
agents and members shall not be liable for any damages whatsoever arising from the 
use of this document.

Introduction: Constitution v4.1



Why we	have	become a	Holacracy

• PRO6	has	adopted
Holacracy	in	October 2015.

• Holacracy	is	based on	
distributed leadership,	
accountability	and self-
management.

• Holacracy	meets our needs
as	professionals.

• Holacracy	is	scalable.
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Drs. ir. B. van Melle,Certificatiebeslisser

> > >  CIIO B.V. | WWW.CIIO.NL

CIIO, de certificeerder voor de professionele dienstverlening, 
verklaart dat het managementsysteem van

aan de hand van de CIIO Maatstaf 2016 is beoordeeld op basis van de eisen van ISO 9001:2015 
en daarmee in overeenstemming is bevonden.

Het certificaat heeft betrekking op de 
volgende activiteiten:

EACode
Certificaatnummer
Datum van uitgifte

Ingang per
Geldig tot

Deze geldigheid is onder de voorwaarde dat 
het kwaliteitsmanagementsysteem blijft voldoen 
aan de eisen van de norm. Jaarlijks wordt de 
organisatie hierop getoetst door CIIO.

PRO6 managers B.V.
gevestigd te Amersfoort

• Projectmanagement, 
contractmanagement, 
organisatiecoaching en trainingen in 
de sectoren infrastructuur, 
utiliteitsbouw, industrie en energie

35
17.31
14/07/2017

14/07/2017
14/07/2020

World-wide novum: 
ISO 9001:2015 

based on Holacracy



What is	a	strong	Purpose?

• Defines the ‘why’	(meaning).
• Descibes the ultimate	goal	that may never	be achieved

fully (dot	at	the horizon).	
• Inspires,	motivates and activates (driver).
• Is	formulated in	brief	sentences (clarity).
• Can be translated into clear results (projects).
• Provides guidance for making	choices (strategy).
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Some principles of	Holacracy
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• Tension:	the gap	between
the current and potential
future situations;	can be an
opportunity or	an issue.

• Every	person	is	a	unique
sensor for tensions.

• A	tension is	fuel for change	
and thus something positive.

Purpose	is	the motor	– Tension is	the fuel
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Handling	your tensions

Oct	2017

Is	it my accountability? Handle	it
Yes

Of	another role? Hand	it over
Yes

Within this circle? On	agenda	of	next	meeting
Yes

Within this organisation? Hand-over	to role or	circle
Yes

Do	you care	personally? Individual action
Yes

Let it go

No

No

No

No

No
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Meetings
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Holacracy:
• Roles (not Person)
• Accountability
• Transparancy &	Metrics
• Tensions &	Early Warnings
• Effective and efficient

meetings
• Dynamic agendas
• Decisions &	Actions
• Craftmanship

Traditional	hierarchy:
• Functions (Status)
• Command &	Control
• Information	=	Power
• Let	others take	the heat
• Meetings:	just because we	

always do	them
• Fixed agendas
• Detailed minutes	of	meeting
• Procedures

What difference does	it make?
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Some sources	of	inspiration
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“Getting things done”

An introduction to GTD ‘Getting 
Things Done’
•Background
-Bestselling author, “Getting 
Things Done”
-GTD system

Brent Krueger




